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ABSTRACT 

 

Airborne particles originating from wind erosion of mine tailings may contain toxic 

concentrations of metal contaminants. Finer dust particles are especially worrisome because they 

can be easily transported, readily enter the respiratory system, and are more reactive due to their 

high specific surface area. These particulates should be thoroughly characterized in order to 

assess their potential risks to neighboring communities and ecosystems. Although several dust 

generation and sampling systems have been developed for this purpose, these are commonly 

limited to the collection of small quantities of dust, making them unsuitable for full spectrum, 

geochemical, bioavailability, and toxicity experiments. To address this limitation, a laboratory 

dust generator was designed with the goal of producing a sizeable amount of dust representative 

of the field to provide a common sample for multiple characterization and toxicity studies. The 

dust generator consists of a rotating chamber where soil from the site is fluidized, followed by a 

commercial cyclone separator with selectivity for particles smaller than 10 µm (PM10), and a 

settling chamber where the fine material is collected. Operating conditions, including initial 

sample mass, airflow rate, rotation speed, and sampling time are evaluated to optimize dust 

sampling. The generation of a large PM10 sample will ensure uniformity between physical and 

chemical characterization, bioavailability and toxicity studies, thus providing a more accurate 

representation of the emission source and the associated risks of exposure. 

 

Keywords: aerosols, particulate matter, atmospheric contaminants, wind erosion, mine tailings 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Airborne dust particles are a major transport mechanism for contaminants worldwide 

which pose potential risks to the environment and human health. Transport through the air 

pathway is expected to play an increasingly important role in the future as dust emissions 

increase due to the intensification of land use and climate change (Pelletier 2006). Contaminants 

associated with atmospheric dust have the potential to spread further and more rapidly than when 

associated with other media. Unlike water, soil, or biological pathways, the spread of 

contaminants through atmospheric dust has global implications because air masses are largely 

unconfined and have the potential to spread across regional and even continental boundaries 

(Csavina et al. 2012 and references therein). However, most studies focusing on contaminant 

transport mechanisms fail to give due importance to the air pathway. A comprehensive review by 

Csavina et al. (2012) shows that despite the global extent and potential risks, contaminant 

transport through atmospheric dust remains an understudied pathway that should be more closely 

examined when assessing the potential impacts of contaminant sources. Special attention should 

be given to the emission of contaminants in dust from mining operations. Mining operations are 

an important air quality concern because of the amount of particles emitted, their toxicity, and 

the large areas globally impacted (Csavina et al. 2012). Previous studies show that dust particles 

originating from this source are affected by toxic metal and metalloid contaminants such as 

arsenic (As), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), and chromium (Cr) (Csavina et al. 2011).  

The characteristics and level of risk associated with dust particles are largely dependent 

on size fraction. Particle concentrations for sizes smaller than 10 µm (PM10) and smaller than 2.5 
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µm (PM2.5) are commonly monitored as indicators of air quality, and are subject to standards set 

by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, as well as by individual states and air 

pollution control agencies. These size fractions are especially hazardous as they are more easily 

transported in the environment and have the potential to deposit deeper in the human respiratory 

system than coarser particles (Hinds 1999). Finer particles are also more reactive due to their 

high specific surface area, which makes the associated contaminants more likely to become 

solubilized and bioavailable (Csavina et al. 2012). Mine tailings are potential sources of both 

PM10 and PM2.5 emissions as a result of wind erosion. Furthermore, previous studies have found 

an inverse relationship between particle size and metal and metalloid contaminant concentrations 

in particulate matter near tailings deposits (Csavina et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2011). This indicates 

that studies relying on bulk sample analysis of tailings fail to provide an accurate size-dependent 

risk characterization, which may lead to inadequate assessment of public health effects.   

There is clear though limited evidence that atmospheric dust originating from mine 

tailings is a major pollution issue with global implications. As such, a thorough assessment of the 

risks associated with mine tailings warrants the use of holistic approaches focusing on potential 

for dust generation, quality of the dust as a function of size fraction, and potential health effects. 

Several studies have previously characterized tailings materials from various mine sites using 

physical and chemical characterization methods (Beaulieu and Savage 2005; Corriveau et al. 

2011; Csavina et al. 2011; Jamieson et al. 2011; Sorooshian et al. 2012), as well as 

bioavailability and bioaccessibility experiments (Bruce et al. 2007; Ettler et al. 2012; Hayes et al. 

2012; Laird et al. 2007). Even though field and laboratory sampling systems have been 

developed for various applications, current technologies are commonly limited to the collection 

of small quantities of dust (in the order of a few hundred milligrams). This presents a challenge 
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when trying to integrate results from different studies because environmental variations as well 

as sampling biases may affect the characteristics of the material being sampled by each research 

group (Csavina et al. 2012 and references therein). In order to address this limitation, the 

objective of this project was to engineer a laboratory dust generator with the capacity to produce 

sizeable amounts of dust representative of the field that could then be characterized in 

multidisciplinary studies based on a common uniform sample.  
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2. REVIEW OF LABORATORY DUST GENERATION SYSTEMS 

 

While field studies may provide a good representation of dust emissions, they are costly 

and time consuming. Furthermore, field studies are subject to soil and climatic variability that 

cannot be easily controlled. Laboratory systems present a good alternative to the typical field 

samplers for the collection of dust particles under controlled conditions. The literature indicates 

several different approaches have been taken to generate and collect dust from soil material in a 

laboratory setting. A review by Gill et al. (2006) classifies the different methods as belonging to 

three different categories: Class A dust generators based on fluidization, usually aimed at 

measuring the complete resuspension potential of loose particles from the initial material; Class 

B dust generators based on gravitation, which rely on dust forming due to the impaction of 

falling material in a chamber; and Class C generators based on mechanical dispersion or 

agitation, which allow more control over the mechanical forces generating the dust. While class 

A generators are good for simulating the direct resuspension of loose fine particles when 

subjected to drag or lift forces, they fail to account for mechanical or kinetic energy transfer that 

may occur in the field (Mendez et al. 2013). Between class B and class C generators, the latter 

have been more widely used in emission studies as they provide the opportunity to adjust 

parameters in order to match the emissions associated with different events such as wind erosion, 

tillage operations, and fugitive emissions from paved or unpaved roads (Domingo et al. 2010; 

Gill et al. 1999; Mendez et al. 2013).  

Based on the objectives of this work, a class C dust generator was selected as the most 

appropriate system for the current prototype. Mechanical dispersion/agitation devices commonly 
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use a rotating drum as a means of aiding in the fluidization of smaller particles (Gill et al. 2006). 

The drum may contain baffles attached inside, which lift the sample along the side walls as the 

drum rotates, resulting in energy transfer and fluidization of particles as the source material falls 

back to the bottom of the drum and subsequently ejects the finer particles into the air. The effects 

of initial sample mass, properties of the material, rotation speed, flow rate, humidity, and 

sampling time have been identified as important conditions that can be optimized to address the 

needs of a particular study (Domingo et al. 2010; Hjemsted and Schneider 1996). The flow of 

entrained dust generated in rotating drums is then directed towards either an analysis or a 

separation module, in which commercial devices provide a size distribution and/or collect small 

samples of size fractionated material on impaction plates or filters (Gill et al. 2006 and 

references therein).  

Variations of this system are reported in dustiness testing for agricultural and 

occupational hygiene studies (Breum and Nielsen 1996; Domingo et al. 2010; Gill et al. 1999; 

Gill et al. 2006; Mendez et al. 2013). However, according to Gill et al. (2006), only a few of 

these systems have been developed for dust generation and research specifically related to 

atmospheric particulate matter emissions. Two relevant examples are the Lubbock Dust 

Generation, Analysis and Sampling System (Gill et al., 1999, 2006), and the Southard laboratory 

dust generator (Domingo et al., 2010).  

The Lubbock system was developed by researchers at Texas Tech University to test the 

effects of soil type and kinetic energy on dust generation from the Southern High Planes of 

Texas (Gill et al., 1999). This system simulates the kinetic energy from abrasion during a wind 

erosion event to produce a large cloud of polydisperse particles and collect a small sample in 

order to obtain the mean particle size and PM10 concentration of different source materials. The 
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design consists of three interconnected modules. In the first module, dust is generated by 

applying energy to four hundred grams of the source sample through gravitation and agitation in 

a metal barrel rotating at 13.3 rpm. A commercial wet-dry vacuum blows air into the barrel at 0.4 

m3/min (approximately 14 cfm) and transports the dust particles through a pipe in which a laser 

diffraction spectrometer analyzes the particle size distribution. Following the 

transport/measurement zone, the dust enters a settling chamber where PM10 is collected using a 

low volume impaction sampler for future chemical analysis.  

The Southard laboratory dust generator developed by Domingo et al. (2010) uses a 

similar set up to the Lubbock system but consists of only two main parts: the dust generator and 

the settling chamber. The features in this design were specifically developed to simulate dust 

generation during soil tilling as part of a study assessing occupational exposures in agricultural 

operations. The dust generator in this system consists of a rotating steel drum with three baffles 

attached to the interior surface. Air flows into the rotating chamber from a blower with a 

maximum capacity of 1300 L/min (approximately 46 cfm). The actual air flow rate is controlled 

by adjusting a metal flap at the blower inlet, and measured by a hot-wire anemometer. Entrained 

dust leaves the rotating drum through a pipe that extends to the settling chamber. The settling 

chamber consists of a larger steel drum where a diffuser and a small fan disperse the incoming 

dust. Several commercial dust samplers are placed inside the settling chamber for size-selective 

collection of particles. Domingo et al. report evaluating several operating conditions for the dust 

generator in order to provide consistent dust generation over the sampling period while avoiding 

overloading of filters and maintaining soil water content. Optimal operating conditions were 

defined as using a rotation speed of 16 rpm, an airflow rate of 900 L/min (approximately 32 cfm) 
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and an initial 300 g soil sample. A comparison indicates that dust generated by this laboratory 

system has similar mineralogical composition to field-generated dust. 

Both the Lubbock and the Southard laboratory dust generators have developed practical 

methods and equipment for the production and investigation of dust emissions. However, due to 

the different objectives of these previously developed systems, the modules following the 

generation chamber are not ideal for large sample collection. Furthermore, these dust generators 

have been strictly designed to replicate the environmental conditions of common soils and 

mechanical operations. To our knowledge, no previous studies have utilized this kind of device 

for the characterization of contaminants in dust from mine tailings deposits. Therefore, it was 

necessary to design a system based upon the current knowledge of laboratory dust generation 

while implementing a novel approach suitable for the collection of several grams of size-

fractionated dust representative of tailings.  
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3. LABORATORY DUST GENERATOR DESIGN AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES 

 

3.1 Design and Materials 

 

The following design is a prototype for a laboratory dust generator built at The University 

of Arizona. The design is a three-step process consisting of a rotating chamber, a fractionation 

module, and a settling chamber (Fig. 1). 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic and photograph of the laboratory dust generator consisting of a rotating chamber for dust 
generation, a cyclone separator for size fractionation, and a settling chamber where the particles are collected. 
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The rotating chamber is a standard 55-gallon steel drum, approximately 23 inches in 

diameter and 35 inches in length. Three steel baffles 2 inches wide are equally spaced and bolted 

perpendicular to the interior surface of the drum. A rectangular 10-inch by 12-inch window on 

the side of the drum allows for material to be added or removed from the generation chamber. 

The drum rests horizontally on top of four 4-inch wheels that are threaded through 1-inch 

diameter shafts. The rotation speed of the drum is controlled by the relative sizes of two 

sprockets connecting one of the shafts to a single speed motor. A rectangular frame made of 

angle steel holds the setup together (Fig.2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Photograph of the rotating chamber setup 

 

A 1-1/4-inch PVC pipe is threaded through the center of the drum and remains fixed 

while the drum rotates. The pipe extends out on both ends of the drum through holes that are 

tightly sealed by rotary ring seals. On one end, an air compressor blows air through the PVC pipe 

after being subjected to a coalescing filter, a pressure regulator, a flow regulator, and an orifice 

meter (Fig. 3). Inside the drum, the pipe is blocked in the middle by a ball valve. The first half of 
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the pipe has ten holes facing down which allow the air to enter the rotating chamber while dust is 

being generated. Another ten holes in the second half of the pipe allow the air containing 

entrained dust to leave the chamber (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 3. Photograph of the setup for controlling the airflow into the dust generator. 

 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Schematic of airflow inside the rotating chamber. 

 

On the other end of the rotating chamber, the PVC pipe carrying suspended dust particles 

is connected to a commercial PM10 cyclone separator (model URG-2000-30EA, URG Corp. 

Chapel Hill, NC), which has a design cutpoint diameter of 10 µm at a flowrate of 28.3 Lpm 

(approximately 1.0 cfm). The flow of fractionated material leaving the cyclone separator goes to 

a settling chamber made out of sheet steel with a surface area of 5 ft by 5 ft (Fig. 5). Two HEPA 

filters, each 10.5 by 12 inches, are attached to the top wall on the far side of the chamber to 

prevent from building pressure in the system. HEPA filters were chosen for this application 

because of their standard quality designated to remove 99.97% of particles as small as 0.3 µm, 
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thus allowing the air to escape while preventing particle loss. A baffle 4 inches wide is attached 

perpendicular to the top of the chamber near the inlet to avoid direct flow of small particles 

toward the filters and prevent clogging. The chamber is 2.5 ft tall, with the bottom tapered 

towards an outlet tube 5-inches in diameter, through which the dust is collected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Settling chamber design showing dimensions. 

 

The size of the settling chamber was designed to allow particles as small as 2.5 µm to 

settle to the bottom at the specified flow rate of 1 cfm, in order to facilitate dust collection and 

prevent filter clogging. The minimum vertical velocity (v0) that a particle needs to have to settle 

in the chamber can be calculated from the distance the particle has to travel to reach the bottom 

(the height of the chamber, H), and the time it takes to travel this distance (limited by the 

residence time inside the chamber, Θ). This calculation is shown in equation 1 in terms of the 

applied flow rate (Q) and the surface area (A) of the chamber (projected area over a horizontal 

plane.) At the same time, the particle settling velocity (vs) when falling in a viscous fluid due to 
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gravity (g) can be estimated by Stokes law (Eqn. 2) at low Reynolds numbers, where ρs is the 

particle density, ρa is the fluid density, µ is the fluid viscosity, and D is particle diameter. By 

setting the minimum vertical velocity equal to the particle’s Stokes velocity, it is possible to 

calculate the surface area required for a particle of a specific size and density to settle by gravity. 

Specifying a particle diameter of 2.5 µm and assuming a particle density of 1.5 g/cm3, this yields 

a required area of at least 1.68 m3, while our design provides 2.25 m3.  

   𝑣! =
!
!
= !

!
!
= !

!
	   	   	   	   	   (Eqn. 1)	  

	   	   	    

   𝑣! =
!!!!! !  !!

!"!
     (Eqn. 2) 

 

3.2 Prototype Operation and Future Work 

 

Previous studies utilizing rotating drums indicate the importance of defining operating 

conditions for optimal dust sampling (Domingo et al. 2010; Hjemsted and Schneider 1996). In 

particular, the speed of rotation, duration of sampling, air flow rate, and characteristics of the 

initial material have been identified as important factors defining system performance. While 

optimal operating conditions will have to be defined by trial and error, initial conditions have 

been chosen for the first trials of this prototype based on the conditions reported in the literature.   

The speed of rotation, along with the sampling time, plays a role in the amount of dust 

generated from the initial material. Ideally, these parameters should allow for large amounts of 

dust to become resuspended over time while maintaining particle concentration at a relatively 

low level. High particle concentrations at any given time should be avoided for optimal 
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fractionation at the cyclone and to prevent clogging of the filters in the settling chamber. 

Domingo et al. (2010) tested the effect of various rotating speeds on dust concentrations from 

agricultural soils when using a rotating drum dust generator and observed that PM2.5 levels 

remain fairly constant for speeds between 7 and 25 rpm, while PM10 levels showed an increase 

with increasing rpm. Our prototype will initially be tested at 17 rpm, though our results are 

expected to differ from those observed by Domingo et al. due to the different nature of the initial 

material used. The speed of rotation in our system is controlled by the relative sizes of two 

sprockets connected by a roller chain between one of the rotating shafts and the motor. The 

single speed motor rotates at 33 rpm. For the drum to rotate at 17 rpm, the wheels (and thus the 

shaft and the sprocket attached to it) need to rotate at 99 rpm. This translates into a size reduction 

of 3:1 going from the sprocket at the motor to the sprocket at the shaft. In the same manner, the 

speed of rotation can be easily adjusted in the future by using different size sprockets. A 

schematic in figure 6 shows the relative sizes and speed of rotation of the moving parts in the 

rotating chamber. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Schematic of the rotating chamber and moving parts controlling the speed of rotation. 
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The air flow rate is another important factor that affects how much dust becomes re-

entrained and is transported out of the rotating chamber towards the next module. Previous 

studies have used this parameter as another means to control dust concentrations to suit the 

capabilities of optical particle counters or samplers used following the dust generation chamber 

(Domingo et al. 2010; Mendez et al. 2013). In our case, the flow rate is maintained at 1 cfm 

throughout the system in order to ensure efficient fractionation at the cyclone. Coupling the flow 

rate of the rotating chamber to the design flow rate of the cyclone would allow dust particles to 

flow continuously through the three modules, without the need for an intermediate step to bypass 

air. However, initial trials will define whether this flow rate allows for sufficient re-entrainment 

of dust particles. The flow rate in our system is controlled by adjusting the pressure and flow 

regulators coupled to an air compressor (Fig. 3). An orifice meter with a pressure differential 

gauge provides measurements of the pressure drop associated with a given volumetric flow rate. 

These instruments have been calibrated using a precision wet-test gas flow meter, determining 

that a pressure drop of 5 inches of water across the orifice corresponds to the desired flow rate of 

1 cfm (Fig. 7). 

 

Fig. 7. Orifice meter calibration curve. 
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Depending on the physical characteristics of the tailings being sampled, the initial 

material will be pre-sieved before being introduced into the rotating chamber in order to remove 

large clumps that are not likely to be significant sources of dust and that could damage the 

equipment. An initial mass of about 1 kg will be used for trials. In the field, the kinds of particles 

likely to become resuspended due to wind erosion depend not only on particle size but also on 

factors such as atmospheric humidity and soil moisture, which control the strength of cohesive 

forces between particles. Efforts will be made to maintain the soil characteristics similar to the 

field conditions to ensure the resulting dust is representative of what would be produced by wind 

erosion mechanisms.  

All of the previously described parameters will be assessed for efficient operation of the 

prototype, which should ideally allow for the production of several grams of fractionated dust 

over a reasonable operation time. Once optimal operating conditions have been established, the 

material generated will be fully characterized using physicochemical and biological methods 

commonly used in risk assessments. In order for this prototype to be practical in the assessment 

of mine tailings dust emissions, the laboratory-generated dust should have similar physical 

characteristics, chemical composition, and health effects to those of particulate matter produced 

in the field. To test this, the initial samples collected using the laboratory system will be 

compared to previous characterization of dust obtained on the field. In the future, a PM2.5 

cyclone will also be implemented in the laboratory system in order to obtain a better 

understanding of the finer particulates. The holistic characterization approaches that will be 

possible by the use of this dust generator are expected to provide new insights about contaminant 

transport in dust, which could lead to wider applications in contaminated sites and aid in the 

determination of appropriate management and remediation strategies.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

A laboratory dust generator was designed with the objective of producing and 

fractionating dust samples from mine tailings, representative of the particulate matter which may 

be emitted as a result of wind erosion. This is a prototype for a mechanical agitation device 

coupled to a cyclone separator and a settling chamber. Future work will focus on defining 

optimal operating conditions for the production of several grams of size-fractionated particles. 

The applications of this device will be tested by comparing the laboratory-generated dust to 

field-generated dust. This laboratory system is expected to provide a new approach for 

characterizing contaminant transport through atmospheric dust, by supplying large samples that 

could be comparatively analyzed through a variety of interdisciplinary methods.       
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